
Outdoor Furniture plays an essential role in our 
communities by adding an inviting and social 
atmosphere, a place to meet, socialise or rest. 
Anita is classic and comfortable park furniture 
that invites citizens to take a seat and relax. 
They blend into and enhance public areas like 
parks and playgrounds etc. Anita Bench is the 
seating possibility for multiple users, accessible 

from all sides. Possibility to mount armrests for 
increased comfort and to make it easier for 
users to get back up again.
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Item no. PAR1050-0011

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH 180x58x43 cm
Age group  
Play capacity (users)
Colour options n n



Boards are made of pine wood from sustainable 
European sources. The wood is pressure-
impregnated according to EN335:2013, Class 3 
(Equivalent to NTR Class AB). On request it can 
be supplied as FSC® Certified (FSC® 
C004450).

The steel surfaces are hot dip galvanized inside 
and outside with lead free zinc. The 
galvanization has excellent corrosion resistance 
in outdoor environments and require low 
maintenance. Painted steel parts are hot dip 
galvanized before powder coating.

Powder coated top finish on top of galvanisation 
is processed in two steps: Light grinding and 
clean sweeping, powder coating - thickness 70-
120 µm.

KOMPAN outdoor furniture is available for 
surface and in-ground installation. Surface 
installation by anchoring to base layer or in-
ground installation as either direct in ground or 
additional hot dip galvanized steel brackets.

The benches and tables can be combined in 
multiple settings by choosing individual 
products or assembled into larger solutions. 
See catalogue pages for more inspiration.

The standard available benches and tables can 
be dressed up with back support, armrests, 
tables etc. and linked together into tailored 
solutions for the individual location.
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Installation Information
Total installation time 0.7
Excavation volume 0.00 m³
Concrete volume 0.00 m³
Footing depth (standard) 0 cm
Shipment weight 34 kg
Anchoring options Surface a

In-ground a

Warranty Information
Pinewood 10 years
Hot dip galvanised steel Lifetime
Painted toplayer 10 years
Stainless steel 
components

Lifetime

Spare parts guaranteed 10 years
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Sustainability

Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

PAR1050-0011 52.10 1.73 30.10

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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